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Cryoserver Software
Cryoserver is available as software only to run on your own hardware
appliance or virtual machine with Linux or Windows operating
systems. The Cryoserver software is licensed on a per Active user
subscription enabling you to have a very cost effective onpremise
solution.
Key features
Use existing infrastructure - your own familiar hardware
Flexible and scalable - in line with changing business structures
Adapatable - ideal for virtualised servers
Office 365 compatible - the perfect partner to Office 365
Cryoserver has saved
us time on back up
requests and
etrievals,
recovering something
off a tape is never a
two minute job
-Gary Hancock
North Warwickshire
Council

Competetive price plan - low implementation costs
Platform independent - same great solution, no matter the delivery
method
Quick and easy install - no on-premise attendence required
The only email archiving software you need
Perfect for businesses with mature infrastructure
Easily integrated within a data centre
Control your own data within your own business
Choose your own storage method
Make the most of your own unused storage

In theory people could
delete their whole
mailbox if they
wanted to without
losing any
valuable information,
thanks to Cryoserver
-David Chatterton
South Liverpool Homes

As user count increases continue to allocate storage as you choose
Benefits
Expandable to match increasing volume and complexity of messages
Virtualisation makes for adaptable processing power on the fly
Fastest on-premise install
No onsite engineering support required
No limit on storage capacity
Easily incorporated into a hybrid solution
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Email archiving to suit you
A solution that takes email efficiency to the next level
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Cryoserver Features
Business
Continuity Mode

eDiscovery

Ultra-fast searches

PST import

Combined
Searches

Single Sign On

Mail Client
integration

Exchange Import

Mobile Apps

Exchange
Stubbing

Single instance
storage

Auto Suggest

Folder Replication

Saved Searches

Role-based access

Discover more about Cryoserver by following these simple steps
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Join an online
webinar
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Discuss
requirements

Run a free
trial

Place an
order
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